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Been taking my last few remaining days off for the year to help house break our puppy that came home two
Fridays ago. I've been trying to get her a few 3 hour or so stints in the crate to help build her up to the 4 or so
hours she'll need to be able to make it when my wife and I are both at work and my wife can get home for lunch.
The plus side of this of course is I need something to do while she's getting her "crate practice." Given the
limitations of her bladder at 10 weeks old and about 3 pounds, this means I've been staying rather local. Today
I drove around and scouted access for a local limestoner that unfortunately is mostly posted. I found a short
stretch today that was in a small public park and decided to give it a few casts.
Wasn't the best habitat in the world, but there were a few nice runs and a whopper of a culvert pool to keep me
interested. Drifted a size 16 Olive BH Scud through the likely spots for an hour or so and picked up a half dozen
Browns. Best two were around 12", and one of them had the largest Scud I've ever seen in its mouth...seriously
about a size 10! Didn't see any active spawners, but saw two nice redds in the tails of the shallower pools. One
smaller one, and a VERY large one that looked like a communal type deal. Got a hot turkey sandwich with
MP/gravy at the diner on the way home, and then played with the pup. Nice late Fall day out of the office.
(2) - Little limestoner in a park. Wish more of this one was open.
(3) - Colorful little one
(4) - First 12 incher
(6) - Second 12 incher
(063) - "Sydney" - Yes, she is a Pens fan.
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